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Abstract

In this paper we prove that, for 2 ::; k ::; n,j2 , the unoriented Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn)
admits a weakly aImost eomplex strueture if and" ooly if n == 2k = 4 or 6; for 3 ~ k ::; 11./2,

none of the oriented Grassmann manifolds Gk(R 7l
) ~ exeept G3 (R6), and a few as yet

ündecided ones ~ admits a weakly almost complex strueture.

1. Introduction

For 1 ::; k < 11" let Ch:(RU
) ( Gk(Rn ) resp.) denote the oriented (unori

ented) Grassmann manifold of oriented (unoriented) k ~dimensional vector subspaee of

RU. Gk(RU) (Gk(R n )) is a smooth manifold of dimension k(n - k). Note that Gl(R") ~
5 n- l (GI (Rn) '" Rpn-l), the (n - 1) -sphere (real projective spaee), and that Gk(Rn) '"

Gn_k(Rn ) (Gk(R n )::: Gn_k(Rn
)) under the diffeomorphism that sends a k -plane V to

its orthogonal eomplement V..L.

Reeall that a smooth manifold M is a said to be (weakly) almost eomplex if its tangent

bündle r A1 is (stably) isomorphie to the realifieation of a eomplex vector bündle over 1\1.
For example, ~ (Rn) ~ sn-l is weakly almost eomplex for all n, but is almost eomplex

only when 11. = 3 or 7 ([1]); GI (Rn) ;; R.pn-l is weakly almost eomplex only when n

even. It is a eiassieal result that G2(R1l
) ;; 50(n)/(SO(2) X 50(n - 2)) is an Hermitian

symmetrie spaee, and is therefore almost compiex for all n. Dur main results are

Theorem 1.1 Let 2 ~ k ::; n/2. Then Gk(Rfl) is weakly almost complex if and only if
11. = 2k = 4 or 6.

Theorem 12 Let 3 ::; k ::; 11,/2. Then Gk(Rn) is not weakly almost complex lf 11, is odd

or if (n - k) ~ 8.

Dur results are sharper than that in [6]. Note that c; (R6) is ~eakly al

most complex ([6]). Tbe unsolved eases for weakly complexility of Gk(R n ) are:

c; (RB), G5 (RIO), ~ (R12), G7 (R14) , C; (RB), G4 (RIO), C; (R12) and C; (RIO). Let

,n,k (1'u,k) denote the canonical k -plane bundle over c;(R 7l
) (Gk(R1l

)), and let ßn,k (ßn,k)

be its orthogonal complement, whose fiber over aVE Gk(R7l) (Gk(RU
)) is the vector spaee

V.l C RU. We have bundle equivalence

(1.3) :y;;; EI1 ß'llk ~ n€ ('/n,k EB ßn,k ~ n€ ) ,

where € denotes a trivial Hne bündle.

It is well known that the tangent bundle rc;(R U
) (rGk(Ru)) of Gk(RU) (Gk(R n )) has the

following description (see [4])

rc;(R U
) ~ ,n,k @ ßu,k

(rGk(R
U

) ~ {n!1.~ @ ßn,k) .

Using (1.3) and (1.4), we obtain

rGk(Rn) EB ('/u,k @ '/lI,k) ;;; 1"~1'n,k

(rGk(RU
) EB ({u,k 0 'Yn,k) ::: n1'u,k)'



For a CW complex JY, let r : !«JY) -+ !(O(JY) denote the homomorphism of Abelian
groups gotten by restrietion of scalars to R, and let c : !(O(){) -+ ]((JY) denote the

complexification, c[~] = [~®R Cl, which is a ring homomorphism.

We have the following identity:

(1.6) rc(x) = 2x Vx E !(Ocy)

2. The unoriented Grassmannians

Lemma 2.1 G2 (R6) is not weakly almost complex.

Proof: It is well known that

relation (1 + 101 + 102)(1 + 101 + 102 + 103 + 104) = 1, so

H* (G2 (R6) ;12) ;; Z2 ['lOl, 102J! ('lOf + 101wg, 'lOr'lO~ + wtW2 + w~).

Tbe fact H S (G2 (R6); Z2) ;; Z2 implies w~ =1= 0 . By (l.5), the total Stiefel-Whitney classes
of G2 (R6) are given by

w(G2(R6
)) = (1 +wl + 102)6/(1 +wi)

= 1 + (wt + w~) + wiw~ + w~.

This gives

W2(G2(R6
)) = 0, ws(G2(R6

)) = W~ =1= O.

Tbe following results follows immediately from Wu's fOffilula sql 102 = 'Wl'W2 ([5]):

(. 6) _ 6 (' 4 ) _ 4 5sq Wl - 'Wl' sq wl 'W2 - 'lUl W2 + 'ZUI 102,

( 2 2) 2 2 (3) 3 3sq 'Wl 'W2 = 101 'W2' sq 102 = W2 + 102101.

Therefore, sq2 : H6 (G2 (R6); z2J -+ HB (G2 (R6); Z2) is zero. Hence, Ws (G2 (R6)) is not
in the image of H 6 (G2 (RG); Z) under the homomorphism sq2 . Our lemma immedaitely
follows from the following criterion ([3]): 1v18 admits a weakly almost complex structure
iff bW2(.Al) = 0 and 102(M) E sq2H6(1'1; Z).

Lemma 2.2 If Gk(Rn) is weakly almost complex, then so are Gk-l (Ru- 2) snd Gk (Rn-2).

Proof: Let us consider the maps

where i regards a V in Rn- 2 as a V in Rn-I, j sends a V to V E9 R.

It is easy to see that

(2.3) i* (/U-l,k-l) ;; In-2,k-l, i* (ßn-l,k-l) ;; ßn-2,k-l EIl c

j* (/u,k) ;; fn-l,k-l EIl c, j. (ßn,k) ;; ßU-l,k-l .
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So we have

( . ')* G (RU) """ '* '* ( ß)J 0 1, r k = Z 0 J 1u,k ® n,k

~ i* (,n-l,k-l ffi c) ® i* (ßn-l,k-l)
:. (,n-2,k-l ffi c:) 0 (ßn-2,k-l ffi c:)

~ 1'n-2,k-l ® ßn-2,k-l EB lu-2,k-l ffi ßn-2,k-l ffi c:

~ rGk - l (R n
-

2
) ffi (n - 1)c:.

So the conclusion for Gk - l (R n - 2 ) is true.

Let us consider the maps

By (2.3), we obtain

(i2 0 iI)* rGk(Rn) ~ ii 0 i2('U,k ® ßn,k)

~ ii (-tn-l,k) ® i! (ßn-l,k) ffi c:

~ 1'n-2,k ® (ßn-2,k EB c: EB c:)

~ rGk (Rn
-

2
) ffi 21'n-2,k .

By (1.6), 2f'u-2,k is in the image of r : k (GA~ (Rn-2)) -+ 1(0 (Gk (R1l-2)). These completes

the proof.

Proof of theorem 1.1 The statement that G2 (R4) and G3 (RG) are weakly almost complex

was obtained in [6].

We note that G2 (R 2n+l ) is not weakly almost complex, since it is not orientable. The "only

if' part of the theorem may be shown by using this fact, lemma 2.1 and lemma 2.2 repeatedly.

Remark: Borel and Hirzebruch [2, p. 526] proved that G2(Rn) is not almost complex if

11, ;::: 5. We extend their results.

3. The oriented Grassmannians

Proof of theorem 1.2 If 11, is odd, 3 ~ k ~ n/2, then (h(R71) is not weakly almost

complex. The reason is that W3 ( Gk(R71
)) '# 0 ([6]).

By lemma 2.1, G2 (RB) is not weakly almost complex. But rG2 (R6) ffi (1'6,2 ® 1'B,2) ~ 61'6,2

So we see that the element 1'6,2 ® 1'B,2 is not in the image of I' : !( (G2 (RB)) -+

J(O(G2(RB)).

Let ~ denote the line bundle whose Wl (~) equals 'tUl (1'6,2), then ~ EB 16,2 is an orientable
3-plane bundle with

(€ ffi f'6,2) 0 (e EB ')'6,2) ~ 1'6,2 ® 16,2 EB 21'6,2 EB c:.

Then we have that

(3.1)
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Now let n be eveo, k ~ 31 and n - k 2: 8 = ciinlG2(R6). Since Gk(Rn) is (n - k)
universal for orientable k -plane bundles, there exists a map j : G2 (R6) --4 Gk(Rn) such

that j* (In,k) ;; ~ EB 1'6,2 EB l1~c, where 11~ = k - 3. We have

j* (f'n ,k 0 1'n,k) ;; (~ ffi f'6,2)2 ffi I1l
2

E: ffi 21n(~ EB f'6,2)

f"'rGk(R n
) EB (~EB T6,2)2 EB In

2
E: EB 21n(~ EB f'6,2) ;; nf'" (1'n,k)'

Using (3.1), (1.6), and the fact that 11, is even, we see that Gk(Rn ) is not weakly almost

complex. This completes the proof of theorem.
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